We prove that if a particle satisfying the Dirac equation is submiued to a potential composed of a pure Coulomb part and of a vector-like perturbation with negative laplacian the energy le vels belonging to a Coulomb multiplet are completely ordered: the energies increase with increasing J for fixed Land increasing L for fixed J, J and L be-ing respectively the total and orbital angular momenta.
Introduction
In this letter we continue the study started in ref.
[ 1] of the order of levels for the Dirac operator with pure vector interaction.
The hamiltonian is given by with c = 1, y = ze 2 and }J' ( r) is a "small" perturbation of the Coulomb potential.
H=a·p+ /]m-t/r+). V(r),

a=(o cr
The eigenvalues of H may be labelled by a principal quantum number N = 1, 2, ... , the total angular momentum 1= L ~, ... and a quantum number K = ± 1, ± 2, ... which denotes the eigenvalues of the operator -a·L-1. We denote these eigenvalues by E.v.J.K· The quantum numbers K and J are connected by the following relation:
K=±IJ+!I, (2) Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. and the relation to the orbital angular momentum L is given by K= 11+! I then l=L-! ,
As a tonsequence uue has in both cases
(3b) (4) a relation which will be useful in the proof of our result.
In the pure Coulomb case the eigenvalues depend only on N and J (or I Kl ) and therefore one has a two-fold degeneracy of the eigenvalues which reads in the standard spectroscopic notation for example 2P 1 ; 2 =2S 1 nBy means of first-order perturbation theory it was shown in ref. For alkaline atoms respectively, their isoelectronic sequences we expect the splittings etc., because the outer electron should move in a potential created by a pointlike nucleus and the electron cloud of the closed inner shells which has a negatiYe laplacian. In fact from relatiYistic Hartree-Fock calculations it is known that the Hartree contribution to the energy is much bigger than exchange energies so that this picture (and therefore the result about the splitlings) is qualitatively correct [ 2] .
The reverse situation occurs in muonic atoms, where at the most naive lew! the muon is in the Coulomb field of the extended charge distribution of the nucleus which is thought to be made ofundissociable protons and neutrons. Hence by Gauss' law the laplacian of the potential is positiw.
Also the Lamb shift maybe ,·iewed as coming from an effective potential with a positiYe laplacian giving the splitting 2P 111 < 2S 11 :-.
In contrast to the Schrodinger case [ 3] this result stil1 waits for a generalization beyond perturbation theoty.
The main result of the present letter is that in the atomic case, i.e., if t. V < 0. and if the potential is purely attractive, i.e., -;·!r+i.V(r) ~0, one has the complete ordering oflevels for fixed principal quantum number N, at least for perturbations around the Coulomb potential. That is, in spectroscopic notation, we have
The new results are the first inequality in the first line, the first and the third in the second chain of inequalities which, as we shall show, are generally true if the potential -y/r+i.V(r) is purely attractive and monotonically increasing (in our case the latter condition is guaranteed by the hypothesis t. V < 0).
The other inequalities are taken from ref.
[ 1]. In the general case the inequality we shall prove is the following:
which means that for fixed Nand L the energy increases as the total angular momentum J increases.
It was shown in ref. [ 4] that in the expansion of Dirac eigenvalues to order I I c 1 the inequality ( 7) is always satisfied if t. V ~ 0, even if the potential is not purely attractive, since the splitting equals the following expectation value for Schrodinger wave functions:
2L+lj1._+~dV(r))
.
\ .L
This expression can be shown to have a definite sign if t. V ~ 0 by using the sum rule
Proof of the inequality E.v,J,iKi < EN,J+I,-IKI-1
The eigenvalue problem for the hamiltonian given in (I) may be reduced by a standard procedure [ 5] to a family of two coupled ordinary differential equations The idea is to construct a suitable eigenvalue problem depending on a certain parameter t/ which "interpolates" between these two states. The basic trick is that in view of the assumption that the energies are the same we may regard E ,,·.J.K as a constant in certain places of eq. (9). In addition the coefficient of the We shall replace eq. (9) by a linear eigenvalue equation depending on a continuous parameter t/. If we label the corresponding eigenfunctions by G, 1 , r1 = I Kl and t/= -I K!-1, they satisfy an eiee-nvfllnr. prohlem of the form
where Es.-IA'I-I and the argument presented above will apply.
Concluding remarks
It should be stressed that the proof of the inequality Es. 1 . 1 ,._. 1 < Es.J+ 1 .-IKI-I is in fact non-perturbative and uses only the fact that W is monotonically increasing (with some smoothness assumptions). We see that the predictions about the splittings in the 1 I c 1 expansion also hold for the "full" relativistic equation.
As a consequence, taking into account the perturbative result of ref.
[ 1], we have the complete ordering of levels for the Dirac equation if D. V < 0. Specifically, within a Coulomb multiplet, the energies increase for fixed Land increasing J and fixed J and increasing L. Overall the trend is the same as for the case of the Klein-Gordon equation where the energies increase with increasing L [ 7] . The kind of ordering we ha,·e obtained can be observed in the spec-tra of "one-electron-systems" like the Li I isoelectronic sequence [ 8] .
